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usING ForesIGHt: 
Four reMINDers 
to KeeP stuDeNts 
saFe at sCHool

By TONY EDWARDS, Principal 

It is an honor to serve the D’Evelyn community each school day 
and to work with the community to ensure our students have 
the opportunities to grow and learn in safe and distraction free 
environments. 

Our hope is that students grow each day in their academics and 
return home safe. Lately, staff members and parents have expressed 
concern about the safety of our parking lots and surrounding roads, 
particularly when busses are in the lot. As a commuter school, the 
D’Evelyn parking lots are very busy and congested with traffic 
both before and after school. Three other schools utilize our lot as a 
pick-up and drop-off point for bussing. At those times, the parking 
lots have children ranging between the ages of 5 to 18. Many of the 
younger students are not as aware of safety precautions, thereby 
requiring that the adults exhibit extra diligence. English poet 
William Blake wrote, “What is now proven was once only imagined. 
Hindsight is a wonderful thing but foresight is better, especially 
when it comes to saving life, or some pain!”  Using common safety 
sense and the following reminders will help each of us in the shared 
responsibility of keeping students safe. 

Please consider the following reminders when utilizing D’Evelyn 
parking lots and the roads surrounding D’Evelyn Jr./Sr. High School:

1. Be cautious of your speed, every member of the administration 
team has witnessed visitors and D’Evelyn parents driving at excessive 
speeds in lots that are filled with children and adult pedestrians. 

2. Please do not park in any areas with painted diagonal lines, 
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with our busses busy loading students, any cars illegally parked further congest traffic. 

3. Please do not park between our No Parking signs between 2:15 and 2:45. This area is for busses and 
they must have access to that space. If you end up waiting for several minutes for your student, please park in 
a space to avoid creating additional congestion in our pick-up areas.

In addition to the East Lot, we also have a loop at the front of the school, which makes it easy for traffic to 
move in and out when picking up and dropping off students. Once again, these areas are for quick and easy 
pick-up. If your student is not available immediately following the school day, please park in a designated spot 
or park along Nassau. 

4. As busses park to pick up or drop off children, do not pass them. They do not use stop signs when in 
parking lots, but children are still quickly crossing streets. It may be better for parents to utilize the parking lots 
in lieu of having to drive in the bus lanes if time does not allow you to wait for the bus to depart. This rule to 
avoid passing parked busses is important for students using both the D’Evelyn and Dennison bus transportation 
options. 

Thank you for all your efforts to be mindful of safety and to help ensure students can get home safely. 

DEF SUBCOMMITTEES | DPA

D’evelyn’s Got talent
By CINDY CHRISTNACHT

The D’Evelyn Fall Talent Show offered a delightful evening 
of entertainment on Sept. 16. Talented students from all grades 
offered impressive performances ranging from brave seventh 
grade Lauren Sommers performing Taylor Swift’s “Mean” 
to the ever popular original compositions of senior Caleb 
Sander’s band featuring his sister Olivia, father, and Mario 
Gori. Hosting the show were Pete Dickey and Sam Cassidy 
from D’Evelyn’s Improvisational Troupe, The D’Evelyn 
Disguise, who presented interludes of comedic improvisation 
between the acts. The performances ran the spectrum from 
ukulele medleys performed by 

Allie Kopp and Hannah Jordan 
to the classical piano artistry of 
Ryan Leong and Kelly Franson. 

Macy Davis and Adrian Montoya each sang while accompanying themselves on 
the piano. Breaking away from the music genre, Caden Randolph presented a 
hilarious standup comedy performance. Rounding out the show were renditions 
of Broadway show tunes performed by Jonathan Shaw who sang “I’m Not 
My Father’s Son” from Kinky Boots and Kimberly Christnacht who performed 
“Never” from the musical On the Twentieth Century. Proceeds from the show will 
benefit the musical, Legally Blonde, which will be performed in February. 

Performing an original composition at the Talent 
Show caleb Sander’s band. Photo credit: 
amy Davis
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FROM THE HALLS

october  2016 teacher of the Month:  
Kristen Monzel
By Josh Griffin, Assistant Principal 

The October Teacher of the Month is Kristen Monzel. Mrs. Monzel was recognized by 
her teaching peers for her instructional excellence, peer support, community service, and 
leadership. Mrs. Monzel teachers 9th grade Literature & Composition, and 11th grade 
American Literature, while also sponsoring and teaching the Yearbook class. .  She is an 
excellent English teacher who 

works tirelessly to support all her students and ensure they 
show growth each year. Additionally, Mrs. Monzel is a very 
strong leader within her department. As the most experienced 
freshmen English teacher, she has led the coordination and 
implementation of numerous curricular changes. She has also 
worked extensively both this year and in previous years to 
mentor and support teachers that are new to D’Evelyn. Mrs. 
Monzel frequently volunteers to take on extra tasks, and goes 
above and beyond the basic expectations of a high school 
English teacher. One of her fellow teachers notes that Mrs. 
Monzel, “has maintained a positive attitude, a creative spirit, 
and a continued willingness to help out however she can”. 
This is a very good reflection of the great work that Mrs. 
Monzel has undertaken as a member of the D’Evelyn English 
faculty.
 
We are very fortunate to have Mrs. Monzel as a member 
of the D’Evelyn community. Congratulations on your well-
deserved honor as the October Teacher of the Month!
 
Each month one D’Evelyn teacher will be recognized as the 
Teacher of the Month. Based upon nominations by members 
of the faculty & staff, the administration will choose one 
winner per month.  

The Colorado State Thespian Conference will take place on December 1-3, 2016 at the Colorado 
Convention Center. (https://cothespians.com) Over 5,000 students will attend theatre classes taught by 
industry professionals from New York City, Los Angeles, and Chicago in addition to 65+ College and University 
faculty members. Attendance is open to all high school students regardless of previous experience within the 
theatre department. Registration is $110 and due to Mrs. Shibly by October 15. Additional fees will be due on 
December 1st for hotel costs. Please contact Mrs. Shibly or Sherry Shibly (sherryshibly@gmail.com) for details 
and commitment. 

http://cp.mcafee.com/d/5fHCN0i6h8SyMep73zhOYy-rKr7fLETsd79Is--zstsSDtBxBxVeWpIs-U-MPsSvlprUGW2x7TnrlUGyDRGYTgS8-WXqL5kk-JnCW6T77AnA1P_nVBBVxxV7HTbFIT7sVssqekXIZh5dqWqJXFYG7DR8OJMddECQjt-vjvoju7ff8CXCOsVHkiPblCj-yQJxjBPt2vNymEjAgfb0Ey9YKrshhudy48lrxrRvxcQg0LNpLWjdFTdO6xkmbS1kJeF
mailto:mailto:sherryshibly%40gmail.com?subject=
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Calling the Community to our annual Dinner 
auction
By LISA BAIRD

it doesn't matter if your student is an athlete, musician, singer, future lawyer or actor, the D’evelyn education 
Foundation (DeF) plays a role in supporting them. all the money raised at the Dinner auction, our largest 
fundraising event, supports DeF, and consequently, our students and teachers. This support makes D’evelyn 
the remarkable school that it is.
 
There are four (4) ways we need your help:
 
1)  You are invited! Mark Friday, November 11, 2016 on your calendar. We are planning an amazing 
evening with dinner, a silent and live auction and entertainment.
 
2)  Become a sponsor. Thank you to our sponsors who have already pledged their support of this important 
event: 

Presenting Sponsor Salient Power engineering
Peak Sponsor Dworkin chambers Williams york

Ascending Sponsors The Wealth Strategies group; 
ralph and Janet Spencer

Rising Sponsors kulkarni Orthodontics, 
anton Mitchell collins

Knights in Shining Armor Sponsors Mathnasium of littleton; The Back and Joint clinic;  
D’evelyn Boys’ Soccer; D’evelyn Boys’ Basketball

  
contact Sheri Trevenna at sheri.trevenna@q.com or 303-946-0823 to discuss how we might help your 
business while helping the students at D’evelyn.
 
3)  Donations are a great way to promote a product or a business. Many of our best donations come from 
our community. check out ideas for donations in the Donations article in Jag Tracks or on our Facebook 
page.
 
4)  volunteer. Become a part of the auction committee. contact DEFDinnerAuction@gmail.com to help with 
tasks, large or small. We’d love to have you.
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mailto:mailto:sheri.trevenna%40q.com?subject=
https://www.facebook.com/DEvelyn-Education-Foundation-364165173680729/
mailto:mailto:DEFDinnerAuction%40gmail.com?subject=
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STEERING COMMITTEE

the Foundation of DHs’ english education is in 
the Classics
 By Margaret Ochoa

As you heard in August, the Steering Committee column will focus on content areas this year. This month:  English. 
Of course, four years of English are required of the D'Evelyn graduate. The foundational aspects of language are at the 
center of any good liberal arts education. As noted in the Program Document:

Consequently, classic literature is at the heart of the English curriculum. The novels included in the program have stood 
the test of time in terms of their artistic merit, and are forever knitted into the fabric of our culture. They are timeless, 
complex, and powerful. 

Parents new to the program will soon no doubt agree that D'Evelyn's English Department is unique in its demands. The 
rich blend of literature-based coursework, punctuated by rigorous grammar lessons and vocabulary studies, challenges 

students from the start. The English program prepares our students to write and 
speak concisely, setting them on the path to effective communication in all disci-
plines. Through the study of classical literature, poetry and short stories, students 
in junior high classes learn to identify themes, symbolism, and other literary tech-
niques. These exercises set the framework for more advanced composition and ana-
lytical skills in high school. 

Students are presented multiple opportunities from 7th through 12th grade to inter-
pret, evaluate, and analyze classic works of literature through reading, listening, and 
writing. These efforts culminate in analytic composition, Socratic Seminars, and 
logical argumentation as seniors.

As demanded by the Program Document, our English offerings intentionally align 
across content areas in the same year with social studies so that students are exposed to literature from around the world 
while studying Eastern Civilization in 9th grade, British Literature while studying Western Civilization in 10th, and 
American Literature with American History in 11th. Classical Literature and College Composition rounds out the offer-
ings to prepare 12th grade students for good communication in college or on the job. This construct seems only logical, 
but you will find that the D'Evelyn model is not necessarily consistent with other schools' curricular frameworks. 

For students with a passion for language arts, there are a multitude of electives. Mythology and Creative Writing are 
available starting in 9th grade, including Fiction, Poetry and Stage Play in Creative Writing 2 (check the Course Planning 
Guide for the schedule on these offerings). Renaissance Literature is an option for 11th and 12th graders, and Advanced 
Placement Classical Literature and College Composition is offered for seniors.

The reading of complex texts with accompanying analysis and composition regarding their elements provides students a 
broad body of knowledge and skills on which to draw. As our Founders noted, "Education is not simply to prepare stu-
dents for jobs, but also to prepare students for life."

"Great literature at one level brings insight into the human heart and thoughts, its motivations and 
complexity. At another level, it brings insight into the interactions and consequences of human behavior."
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FROM THE HALLS | CROSS COUNTRY

Cross Country team reaches Half Way Point 
By Lisa Porter, Girls Cross Country Coach

The D’evelyn cross country team is roughly halfway through their season, and we have many wonderful results 
to report to the community! along with many incredible individual performances, we’ve had great team finishes at 
meets all around the state of colorado. We look forward to seeing our athletes progress throughout the rest of the 
season!

 

ACCOUNTABILITY COMMITTEE

Helping students and Parents succeed
By Dana Miller, Accountability Committee Co-chair

The accountability committee (a/c) has a goal of providing resources to parents and students to help them 
succeed at D’evelyn. consistent with that goal, we have lined up a series of speakers that will address 
issues from internet safety, financial skills/college savings, bullying, study skills, to self-esteem/parent/child 
relationships and more. Please attend our monthly meetings to take advantage of these valuable resources 
and stay in the “D’evelyn know”. Mark your calendars: 

october 11 – 7 am room e100 – come meet your D’evelyn counselors: robert 
northway, Jr High counselor, kristi Monsour, High School counselor a-k, Molly 
Harrington, High School counselor l-Z and Suzanne roberts, Social emotional 
learning Specialist. They will be speaking about the services they provide 
including the individual career and academic Plan (icaP) for students as well 
as addressing the strategies they use to support students who are struggling at 
D’evelyn.
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october 12 – 6 pm auditorium – internet Safety - Officer everhart’s presentation 
is a frank and unfiltered discussion intended to provide parents and their children 
(grades middle school and older), teachers and administrators with information 
on, and examples of, how our children fall prey to social pressures and social 
networking. it will empower us to better stay in tune with what’s going on in our 
children’s lives and understand how and when to intervene when necessary. it will 
also provide examples of warning signs to watch for and how to deal with them. The 
presentation may not be appropriate for younger audience members as topics such 
as drugs, alcohol, and sexting will be addressed.

November 8 – 5:30 pm library – Study Strategies for Struggling Students – How 
Parents can Help. Please join leslie Berlinberg, D'evelyn Parent alumnae (3 students all college grads) and 
owner of club Z! in-Home Tutoring, since 2002, as she presents a flowchart which helps to isolate academic 
issues and potential solutions for academic underachievement. 

January 10 – 5:30 pm auditorium– andrea Philleo, a licensed social 
worker, will introduce basic methods to identify depression and anxiety 
in adolescent girlss and to distinguish the difference between “normal” 
separation and independent thoughts and behavior from red flags that 
signal the need for help. This discussion will also focus on how depression 
and anxiety often manifest themselves in young women and strategies to 
help preserve the parent/child relationship during this time. andrea Philleo 
is the Founder and executive Director of the colorado Wellness center for 
girls. For the past four years, she has also supervised Master of Social 
Work students from the University of Denver and Metropolitan State 
University’s graduate schools of social work. in 2013, she received the national association of Social Workers 
– colorado chapter, Social Worker of the year award. also in 2013, she was nominated for the rocky 
Mountain PBS Be More award. This award is presented to innovative leaders making a significant impact 
in the lives of women and girls. Most recently, she received the Most Outstanding Volunteer award through 
national Philanthropy Day (colorado) for 2015 performing arts at D’evelyn!

FROM THE HALLS

exchange students enrich 
Friendship and education
By Hunter Olson

Amicus is the Latin word meaning "friend". Amicus is also a division 
of Young Life, which runs the International Student Exchange 
program. The name was carefully chosen because it represents a 
central theme of the exchange year. As the students reach out to 
others to make new friends and family, they discover the value of 
relationships and learn about themselves and their American host 
family. What adventure could be greater than that!  Friendships and 
family are treasures that last a lifetime.

D'Evelyn has participated and been a wonderful partner to Amicus over the years by allowing Amicus students to be 
placed in the school. We have had students from all over the world join our D'Evelyn community....Sweden, Germany, 
Italy, Dominican Republic, and Poland to name a few. We personally hosted Ludvig Strom from Sweden 5 years ago and 

ludwig Strom, with two other D’evelyn graduates 
and the Olson family at the train station in Florence, 

italy this year. Photo courtesy of Hunter Olson. 
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loved the experience so much that I decided to become an Amicus rep this 
year. I will be the liaison with the student and the host family during the 
year. I think having an exchange student in our halls enriches our life and 
theirs.

I hope you have had the pleasure of meeting Zuza Kraus from Poland this 
year. She is staying with the Macy Davis Family and so far is having a great 
year. She LOVES the D'Evelyn stringent curriculum and volleyball. A fun 
fact about Zuza is that she loves long boarding, but couldn't fit her board on 
the plane

DEF SUBCOMMITTEES | DPA

Marching Band Wins Big
By Cindy Christmacht

Congratulations go to the D’Evelyn Marching Band who, under the 
direction of Becky Paschke, our new instrumental music instructor, 
received first place at the Jeffco Invitational On September 20. They 
scored 2 points higher than last year and beat all 2A and 3A Marching 
Bands in the district. The Marching Band also won the 2A Legacy 
Marching Band Competition on September 24. The next month will be a 
busy one as the band proceeds through competitions to hopefully another 
State Championship. Please come to cheer them on at the following 
events:

legend Marching Festival - October 8
regionals Marching competition - October 17
Monarch Marching Festival – October 22
State Marching Festival – October 31 
See the music website for more information
Https://sites.google.com/a/jeffcoschools.us/becky-paschke/home

The Davis family welcomes Zuza to 
colorado at Denver international airport.  

Photo courtesy of amy Davis.

Band members celebrate legacy 
championship on September 24. 
Photo courtesy of Becky Paschke

https://sites.google.com/a/jeffcoschools.us/becky-paschke/home
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FROM THE HALLS

tip of the tongue
Fabulous riches: an ancient Moral Cost/Benefit 
analysis
By Pierre D. Habel, Latin Teacher

History and fiction are each replete with examples of fabulously wealthy individuals whose riches, in the end, bring 
them neither happiness nor genuine, lasting respect. All D’Evelyn juniors meet such a fictional character in Jay 
Gatsby, the title character in F. Scott Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby, who exhausts his questionably obtained fortune 
in hedonistic seaside revels and finds that it does not avail him in his goal of reuniting with his lost love, Daisy. 

Some know that Fitzgerald had in mind an ancient exemplar of a rich man 
ostentatiously pouring forth his riches without gaining the success he craves. That 
exemplar is a character named Trimalchio, featured in the first century B.C. novel 
The Satyricon by the Roman author Gaius Petronius Arbiter. Latin 4 students read 
portions of this ancient work in the original Latin. As I introduce this work to them, I 
note that Fitzgerald considered “Trimalchio” and “Trimalchio in West Egg” as early 
working titles for The Great Gatsby. Indeed, students sometimes bring to my attention 
this line from Chapter 7 of Fitzgerald’s novel: “It was when curiosity about Gatsby 
was at its highest that the lights in his house failed to go on one Saturday night—and, 
as obscurely as it had begun, his career as Trimalchio was over.”  Latin students gain 
deep insight into the exemplar himself, finding that the original Trimalchio (a freed 
slave who has struck it rich and won the favor of a corrupt emperor, and who uses his 
wealth to draw both attention and admirers to himself) is deluded into thinking that 
his fortune will bring him both adulation (from his slaves, his wife, and his guests 
alike) and escape from his pathological fear of death, a doom which no treasure can 
prevent.

When students in Latin 4 read about Trimalchio’s vain effort to buy 
popularity and lasting greatness in his society, they note that his desire 
to provide his guests with the “high life,” when combined with his 
pathologies, leads to a dinner party that is a facsimile of the pagan 
Tartarus. Tartarus is where those who committed major crimes in this 
life are punished with poetically appropriate torments in the afterlife. 
As in Fitzgerald’s novel, Trimalchio’s guests, drawn to splendor and 
magnificence, find not lasting pleasure, but rather lingering torment. 
Trimalchio’s house rules forbid anyone to leave before he is ready to 
dismiss them, and as the evening wears on, Trimalchio compels his 
guest to attend him and entertain him in his tortuously hot bathhouse 
(think of a combination hot tub and sauna). Lured by their greed and 
their sycophantic desire to please the rich man, his guests allow their 
vices to drive them into painful and humiliating games and behaviors. 
As Matthew Hoang, a current AP Latin student put it in an essay last year, “Trimalchio may have been portrayed as 
a man full of riches and a generous host. But in reality [his] party only resembled the endless eternity in hell with 
Trimalchio as Pluto. [Petronius] illustrates the big idea that wealth may not give you eternal bliss in the end, but 
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only doom you to the fires of hell.” In great irony, Trimalchio’s wealth cannot remove fear of his own death and 
consequently he drives his willing guests, blinded by desire for pleasure and luxury, into an earthly facsimile of 
damnation.
 
This story has echoed through eternity. It can be heard in the present and will no doubt be worth studying hereafter. 
Students who read Petronius’ Trimalchio and Fitzgerald’s Gatsby know that the allure of wealth creates a timeless 
plot that will entwine human lives again, potentially now, potentially hereafter. One hopes that these students are 
prepared by their study not to be lost to the Siren song of fabulous riches.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

life's so rad
By RALPH K. SPENCER, D'Evelyn Education Foundation (DEF) Board of Directors

This three word exclamatory title appeared proudly on the back of chartreuse 
T-shirts in Breckenridge, CO during the weekend of Sep 9-11. Why, you 
might ask? Because we were participating in the annual Jamin B. Wilson 
Reunion held in this iconic Colorado ski town. Over the last 10 years, the 
Jamin Fund has built two schools in Africa. Currently, the Jamin Fund is 
paying for two young women to attend law school in Nepal and for several 
girls to attend high school in Nepal. Additionally, the Jamin Fund has helped 
fund the D'Evelyn Excellence in Education Awards. 

The Jamin B. Wilson Excellence in Education (E in E) Awards will honor two D’Evelyn community members with 
two $2,500 no-strings-attached checks, trophy, and certificate, all of which will be awarded at the May 17, 2017, 
Senior Banquet. This year will mark the tenth consecutive year that two of D’Evelyn’s finest will be honored with cash 
awards. The E in E Awards were established in 2008 to honor 1999 D’Evelyn graduate Jamin B. Wilson, who died 
tragically in a December 2006 auto accident while serving in the U.S. Air Force in Germany. Family and friends of J.B. 
have contributed over $80,000 over the last 10 years to fund the E in E awards. If you are interested in nominating 
a D’Evelyn educator for one of these two awards, please stop by the school’s Counseling Office and pick up a 
nomination form. Please note: 1) A letter of recommendation is also required with any nomination; 2) Students are not 
eligible for these awards; 3) self-nominations are not permitted. Nominations are due to Ms. Brown in the Counseling 
Office Wednesday, April 5. Since 2008, $36,000 has been awarded to D'Evelyn educators. Previous winners still at 
D’Evelyn include Janet Shibly, Chris Baker, Briant McKellips, Pierre Habel, Brian Haller, Monte Murphy, Terry Carlson, 
Cory Ryckman, Jerry McWhorter, Keith Beams, Olivia Schott, Jodi Haller, and Josh Griffin. 

The phrase “Life's So Rad!” appeared to be a mantra that Jamin enthusiastically embraced during his life. From D'Evelyn 
to Harvard University to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology to the U.S. Air Force, Jamin made his mark and 
continues to do so through the Jamin Fund. Read more about Jamin and these initiatives at http://jaminfund.org. Please 
consider nominating a deserving D'Evelyn community member in memory of this amazing young man. 

http://jaminfund.org/
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DEF SUBCOMMITTEES | DINNER AUCTION

Donation Call - 
By Lisa Baird

The Mountains are calling…for donations! The annual Dinner auction 
includes a silent and live auction to raise DeF funds. For a silent auction to 
be truly effective, it has to include unique and interesting items that excite our 
guests. 

you want to obtain and bundle 
together items. For example, two 
movie passes may not be that 
exciting, but a package that includes 
movie tickets, a babysitter (include 

pizza for the kids!) and a restaurant gift card can create the "Ultimate 
Date night!". 

Here are some ideas:
 
 sports tickets - nuggets, Broncos, avs, rockies....you name it and we can use them. if your team's  
 not in season consider naming the game you'll donate and we can create a certificate that can be  
 redeemed in season.
 rounds of Golf - if you belong to a club, many times they'll donate a round or two.
 arts and Crafts - if you have a particular talent or like to support an artistic friend, these unique items  
 are always a hit. ideas include jewelry, knit items, pottery, glass creations or woodworking. 
 vacations at a mountain home, condo or timeshare.
 restaurant gift certificates.
 Cooking Classes.
 Gift Cards of all kinds.
 Baskets! Baskets! Baskets! Think about getting your carpool or the parents beside you cheering for  
 one of our many outstanding teams together to donate a basket. The sky's the limit on the different  
 types of baskets that can be donated. We have had baskets filled with Baked goods, chocolate,  
 Wine, Pet Baskets - buy a pet bed and fill it with pet items, craft Beer, cocktails such as margaritas,  
 mojitos or moscow mules, guest room Baskets, Firepit filled with S’more Fixings, coffees and Teas,  
 Pasta pot with italian gourmet Foods, Salad bowl and accessories and more.

call up a friend or two and get creative. a small investment in time and materials can lead to big gains for 
D'evelyn. all donations are tax deductible; donation forms may be found in the main office. contact us at 
DEFDinnerAuction@gmail.com if you need even more ideas. Thank you for your support!

mailto:mailto:DEFDinnerAuction%40gmail.com?subject=
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FROM THE HALLS 

october scholars of the Month 
By Bev Haynie, Assistant Principal 

The Scholars of the Month for October were selected by the History Department and are as follows:
 

The Junior High Girl nominated by Mr. Beams is Lily Nguyen. Lily has been outstanding 
so far in 8th Grade US History. She is always involved, always participating, and always 
thinking. Complicated and deeper questions do not deter her; instead, she relishes the 
challenge that they offer. She is a very hard worker and applies herself 100% to her studies. 
She makes the class a better place to be because she encourages learning out of all of us. I'm 
so thankful for her!

 
The Jr. High Boy nominated by Mr. Wille is Jaden Cook. Jaden’s 
dedication to performing at the highest degree is exceptional. Not only 
does he complete every scholastic requirement beyond expectations, he 

also demonstrates all the characteristics of an upstanding young man. There is not enough 
that can be said about his positive attitude and willingness to advance his abilities. Jaden is a 
pleasure to have as a student and there is no doubt he will grow into a leader at D'Evelyn. Rock 

on Jaden. 
 
The High School girl nominated by the History Department is Cici Dietzler. Cici is always 
eager to do more than the minimum. She is interested in learning for its own sake and is 
constantly and actively engaged in class. Moreover, Cici is perpetually cheerful, friendly and 
helpful to the staff and her peers. Congratulations on a job well done.
 
The High School boy nominated by the History Department is Jason 
Gardner. Jason’s combination of analytical abilities, obvious work ethic, 

and strong and effective leadership are paramount in this young man. As an active member 
and key leader of the school's golf and basketball teams, Jason still strives to achieve all of his 
success in the classroom. Jason is an active participant in and out of the classroom as he offers 
valuable insight in class and helps in the formation of study groups. Jason’s ability to lead in 
both athletics and the classroom are testimony to his time organization and his ability to handle 
the rigors of student-athlete life.

Congratulations to the Scholars of the Month! 
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Are you appreciative of the education your student is receiving 
at D'Evelyn? Would you like to ensure that the Program remains 
available and maintains alignment with our Founding Documents 
for our community for years to come? If so, you might be the perfect 
candidate for Steering Committee, D'Evelyn's governance body.  

 

The Steering Committee is actively recruiting to immediately fill 
an open vacancy for a parent representative. We encourage any 
interested parents to contact a Steering Committee member to discuss 
the open vacancy. Additionally, the regularly scheduled election 
process begins next month on November 8th following the 5:30 pm 
Accountability Meeting.  Steering Committee members will be present 
to offer insight and practical advice on the operation of the committee 
and guide interested applicants through the eligibility requirements.  
It is anticipated that there will be two openings to fill in the April 
election, so we invite all to come and receive information about how 
our school operates and to collect information on how to be eligible to 
run for office in the spring.  It takes all of our efforts to maintain Jag 
excellence!

Shop and Donate - At the Same Time!
iGive.com and AmazonSmile are two simple ways to purchase items and have a percentage (3% on average 
for iGive and .5% for AmazonSmile) of that purchase go to D'Evelyn - at no cost to you! iGive.com currently 
has over 1,700 stores for you to choose from on its website. AmazonSmile has tens of millions of products 
eligible for charitable donations. The stores pay the entire percentage and you are not charged a penny more 
for participating. Please consider using these two websites when making online purchases. 
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FROM THE HALLS

Counselor Corner
By Molly Harrington, Kristi Monsour, Rob Northway, Sue Brown & Kim McSwain

College Visits:  College Visits are in full swing here in the Counseling Department! Last month we welcomed 49 
schools!! It is never too early to start thinking about your post-high school plans. Please sign up on NAVIANCE for 
upcoming visits and to learn more about prospective schools and to start a relationship with Admissions Counselors. 
Some of the highlights for the month of October include but are not limited to: 

THANK YOU to our volunteers! We would not be able to offer 
such excellent College Visits without the dedication and team work of 
our incredible parent volunteers! During each College Visit we have 
incredible parents who come in early, set up for the visit, greet the 
admissions counselors and keep things running during the session. 
Thank you Amy Davis, Christina Dinegar, Coleen Helmreich, and Ann 
Witherspoon; we appreciate YOU! J 

Parent Teacher Conferences:  Conferences are coming up on Wednesday, October 5th from 5 – 7:30 pm and 
Thursday, October 6th from 3 – 5:30 pm. If you have any student concerns or would just like to stop by and say hi, 
we would love to spend some time with you. Stop by the counseling office; we are here for your student! 

PSAT Testing Day:  PSAT Preparation:  There is still time to register for the optional PSAT/SAT Express Prep 
Program presented by CollegeDrive Test Prep & Tutoring. The cost is $85 for four afternoon sessions. Dates are 
October 4 , 5, 12 and 13 from 1:45 to 3”15 pm. For additional information call 720-496-2244 or register on the 
CollegeDrive website and pay fees directly: https://collegedrive.com/sclass.php

Anti-Bullying:  As part of our Comprehensive Guidance Curriculum all 7th and  8th 
graders new to D’Evelyn attended a program last month presented by Junior High 
Counselor, Rob Northway, about bullying and what to do if confronted by negative 
behaviors. Students learned why some people choose to bully others, some strategies for 
dealing with bullies, how the victims of bullying feel, and that SILENCE is what gives 
bullies their power. Break the silence and end the bullies’ power! Students are encouraged 
to talk to an adult if they or someone else is the 
target of bullying. 

SELFIE – Social Emotional Learning Focused In Everyday 
Social emotional learning is the perfect companion to academic learning.  As we think of growing the citizens 
of tomorrow, we cannot be satisfied with only preparing our youth with proficiency in academics. We must also 

•	 Dartmouth	College	–	October	3rd	
•	 Baylor	University	–	October	6th	
•	 Metropolitan	State	University	of	Denver	–	October	26th	

http://cp.mcafee.com/d/5fHCNAi6hESyMevKqenTD1NKVIs--ztMQsCNPXWdNRPqtSm6m7AXFCQkhRQTXIIndBlqMFlK8a4vttJnyGavmHPt3ozXHJGYlhjWRurEr8cE9SYs_R-houpupWZOWqrbf9CzAQsCzCX_bnhIyyHsQsLYG7DR8OJMddECQjt-shd7dSbTspvdTdAVPmEBCmGuvV7Q8Oc_O-kIvJas4joDYglUDQdcOS5LVsSMephdxNED6zfDBE6y0b30w2s6104Cy04_ipEw2Qvmd40mzkz7ljrbVIYkSa94TjbdK
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prepare them to meet the world socially and emotionally. For each of us and each 
of our children to meet the challenges of the everyday, we need to have a base 
of knowledge. We also need to have social and emotional competencies. The 
competencies identified as necessary by the Collaborative for Academic, Social, and 
Emotional Learning (CASEL) include self awareness, 
self management, social awareness, relationship skills, and responsible decision 
making. As we think of preparing our children for the world, we want them to be 
ready for the world after high school, whether that means college or vocational 
training or military training or a gap year. We want them equipped with the 
knowledge that allows them to interact with their world and relate to our collective 
history, as well as fortified with the skills to self-regulate, make the best decisions 
for them, and work well with others. We will work together to reach these goals and to best prepare our students for 
tomorrow. 

Sources of Strength Update
Sources of Strength is moving quickly to grow connections and spread hope, 
health, and strength here at D’Evelyn Junior Senior High School! The peer 
leaders have worked together to start rolling out campaigns. During the last 
month, SOS has introduced peer leaders to classes during class meetings, worked 
to create a welcoming environment during the first week of school, sponsored 
a booth at the D’Evelyn DASH, and worked to recognize individuals in the 
community for the impact they have made to D’Evelyn culture. The group 
has met for training, planning, as well as to do filming for a D’Evelyn SOS 
video sharing the Sources of Strength mission statement. We look forward to 
all that SOS has planned for this year, and we look forward to sharing those 
developments with everyone here through Jag Tracks.
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